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In other words, investors have been willingly paying a huge premium to have a stake in an equity that holds bitcoin, rather than
purchasing bitcoin from a decentralized exchange.. And should you need an added reason to keep your distance, the annual
management fee for essentially sitting on bitcoin is a hearty 2% of your investment.. See Publication 525, Taxable and
Nontaxable Income, for more information on taxable income.

Is added liquidity worth paying 25% or 50% more than the underlying value of the coins?I really don't think so, which is why
this could be the most dangerous bitcoin investment.. No referral links, period No Promoting New Alt Coins If there is a new alt
coin out, this is not the place to discuss or promote it.. NVIDIA: Up 102% Graphics card manufacturer NVIDIA () is another
top bitcoin stock, having mustered a gain of 102% since the beginning of the year.. It's the digital and decentralized ledger that
records transactions without the need for a financial intermediary like a bank.. Anybody caught violating the rules will be
banned on sight If you notice somebody abusing the subreddit rules, please with the permalink in question.

Instead, investors have been eagerly looking for bitcoin exposure in the stock market.

It remains to be seen if the hype can deliver tangible results Image source: Getty Images.. The coin doesn't technically come into
your possession until you withdraw into a wallet that you control (ownership of private key).. AutoModerator will clean it up in
no time! THINKING OF PRE-ORDERING? (us mods tell them to our kids around the campfire) FAQ RULES No 'FOR
SALE' posts.

In years' past, the high-powered graphics cards made by NVIDIA were used to mine bitcoin.. Feel free to hawk your wares in
our sister subreddit - this means no goup buys as well.. But herein lies the dilemma for NVIDIA's shareholders: The company
doesn't break out what percentage of its sales and sales growth is a direct result of digital currency mining.. 12) and has a market
cap of $95 billion Image source: Getty Images 2017's best bitcoin stocks As you might imagine, the popularity of, and gains in,
bitcoin have made it an attractive investment..  Considering its listing on the over-the-counter boards, buying into the Bitcoin
Investment Trust gives investors potentially improved liquidity, and perhaps a bit of extra transparency, over purchasing bitcoin
directly on a decentralized exchange.. Then; (2) taxed on the appreciation in value between the time you mined/earned
moneypile (1) and when you sold the appreciated gains in exchange for something else (either USD, another currency, a Tesla or
a Raspberry Pi).. But there's also a downside that's Namely, its market cap has consistently ranged between 25% and 100%
higher than its net asset value in recent months. e10c415e6f 
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